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USE SEPARATE SCRIPTS FOR EACH SECTION

SECTION -A
There are FOUR questions in this Section. Answer any THREE.

1. (a) In your own words, explain the photoelectric effect. How does the photon concept

explain this effect? (10)

(b) What is the difference between an orbital and an orbit? Derive an expression for the

energy and radius of an electron in the nth orbit ofH-atom. (5+10=15)

(c) A spectral line in the Lyman series of hydrogen atom has a frequency of 82,200 cm-I.

What transition is responsible for this radiation? (R = 109,600 cm-I). (4)

(d) Write a note on physical significance of \jI and \jI2. (6)

2. (a) What do you understand by the quantisation of angular momentum of an electron?

Derive an expression for it, using wave nature of electron. (10)

(b) The uncertainty in measuring the velocity of an electron is 1.0 x 10-6 cm/sec.

Calculate the corresponding uncertainty in determining its position. What would be the

uncertainty in determining position if the observed particle were a 60 g tennis ball? (6)

(c) What is effective nuclear charge? What relation does it have with shielding

phenomena? On the basis of Stater's rule, calculate the value of effective nuclear charge,

Zeff for 3d electron in chromium.

(d) Distinguish between electron affinity and electronegativity. Flourine is more

electronegative than chlorine, although its electron affinity is less than that of chlorine.

Explain.

3. (a) What is molecular orbital theory? How can you deduce bond order from molecular

orbital theory? How does bond order explain the stability of a molecule?

(b) The ionization energy of O2 is smaller than the ionization energy of atomic oxygen;

the opposite is true for the ionization energies of N2 and atomic N. Explain this behavior

in terms of the molecular orbital energy diagrams of 02 and N2.

(c) For each of the following use formal charges to choose the Lewis formula that give

the best description of the electron distribution.

(i) S02 (ii) CIO)- (iii) 0)

(d) Explain why BeF2 is linear while SF2 is not.
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4. (a) Describe the basic ideas of VSEPR theory. Explain the application of this theory for

predicting the shapesofthe molecules namely SF6, H20 and BC!). (10)

(b) Explain the term hybridizatIon. Describe the bonding in XeF4 using hybrid orbital. (10)

(c) What is meant by polarizing power of a cation and polarizability of an anion? Which

of the following cations will have greater polarizing power and why? (10)
(i) Na+ or Mg2+ (ii) Cu2+or Ca2+

(d) Explain why AlC!) is covale!1t but AlF3 is not. (5)

SECTION-B
There are FOUR questions in this Section. Answer any THREE questions.

5. (a) What is meant by main group elements? Which atomic properties are principally

responsible for the 6haraGteristics of main group elements? (6)

(b) Discuss the placement of H atom in periodic table according to ionization energy,

electron affinity and electronegativity. (6)

(c) (i) Give the chemical reactions, which are used in industry to produce H2 gas. Show

the use of H2 in synthesis of important chemicals.

(ii) Applying Hess's law explain "burning natural gas and burning H2 gas obtained

industrially are same internls of CO2 production"? (6+6=12)

(d) What are" th"e :different types of hydrides form when H reacts with metals and

nonmetals? (5)

(e) Discuss the step by step reaction of alkali metals with liquid ammonia. (6)

6. (a) (i) Draw the structure of crown ether and cryptand. Explain why crown ether behaves

as a complexlng ligand for specific metal ions.

(ii) Discuss the fonhation' of alkalide and electride. (5+4=9) ,

(b) What is Grignard reagent? Show the step by step synthesis of alcohol using Grignard

reagent. (6)

(c) Why aluminium foil dose not dissolve in water but dissolve in basic solution? (4)

(d) Explain the chemical bonding of diborane (B2H6) according to molecular orbital

theory. (8)

(e) Explain the following observations: (i) trimethylamine is pyramidal but trisilylamine

is planar. (ii) CO2 is a gas but Si02 is a covalent network solid (iii) Si - Si bond is weaker

than C - C bond (iv) ethylene is a stable molecule but Silylene (H2Si = SiH2) never

isolated. (8)
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7. (a) Discuss the inert pair effect observed in the oxidation state trends in p-block elements.

(b) Why nitric acid is industrially produced by oxidizing ammonia?

(c) How are the Arrhenius and Bronsted-Lowry acid-base differ? Name two Bronsted-

Lowry acids and two Bronsted-Laury bases that are not Arrhenius acids or base.

(d) In H20, HF is weak and the other hydrohalic acids are equally strong. In NH3,

however, all the hydrohalic acids are equally strong. Explain.

(e) What is Hammett acidity function? What are super acids and how they are prepared?

8. (a) Explain the acidic properties of transition metal cation, Fe3+, when ligand is water.

What is the relation betweench~ge on the nmetal ions and their relative acidity?

(b) Describe the Lewis acid-base adduct formation for BF3 and NH3 using frontier

molecular orbitals and simplified energy level diagram.

(c) Using HOMO and LUMO interaction explain the following processes (i) Water as

oxidizing agent (ii) Solvation of an anion (iii) Solvation of cation (iv) Water as a

reducing agent.

(d) How the adduct formation is explained by hard and soft acid-base theory? What is

absolute hardness?

(e) The lithium halides have solubilities roughly in the reverse order than silver halides.

Explain.

(8)

(4)

(6)

(8)

(9)

(7) !?

(6)

(12)

(6)

(4)
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SECTION-A
There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE.

The figures in the margin indicate full marks.

1. (a) As shown in Fig. for Q. 1(a), a worker uses high-pressure water to clean the inside of

a long drain pipe. If the water is discharged with an initial velocity of 11.5 mis, determine

(i) the distance "d" to the farthest point B on the top of the pipe that the worker can wash

from his position atA, (ii) the corresponding angle "a". (15)

(b) The elevator E shown in Fig. for Q. l(b) moves downward with a constant velocity of

4 m/s. Determine (i) the velocity of the cable C, (ii) the velocity of the counterweight W,

(iii) the relative velocity of the cable C with respect to the elevator, (iv) the relative

velocity of the counterweight Wwith respect of the elevator. (20)

2. (a) As shown in Fig. for Q. 2(a), the coefficients of friction between blocks A and C and

the horizontal surfaces are Ils = 0.24 and Ilk = 0.20. Knowing that rnA = 5 kg, mB = 10 kg,

and me = 10 kg, determine (i) the tension in the cord, (ii) the acceleration of each block. (18)

(b) The roller-coaster track shown in Fig. for Q. 2(b) is contained in a vertical plane. The

portion of track between A and B is straight and horizontal, while the p0l1ions to the left

of A and to the right of B have radii of curvature as indicated. A car is traveling at a speed

of 72 km/h when the brakes are suddenly applied, causing the wheels of the car to slide

on the track (Ilk = 0.25). Determine the initial deceleration of the car if the brakes are

applied as the car (i) has almost reached A, (ii) is traveling between A and B, (iii) has just

passed B. (17)

3. (a) As shown in Fig. for Q. 3(a), the system shown is at rest when a constant 250-N force

is applied to block A. Neglecting the masses of the pulleys and the effect of friction in the

pulleys and assuming that the coefficients of friction between block A and the horizontal

surface are Ils = 0.25 and Ilk = 0.20, determine (i) the velocity of block B after block A

has moved 2 m, (ii) the tension in the cable. (20)

(b) Two identical hockey pucks are moving on a hockey rink at the same speed of 3 m/s

and in perpendicular directions when they strike each other as shown in Fig. for

Q. 3(b). Assuming a coefficient of restitution, e = 0.9, determine the magnitude and

direction of the velocity of each puck after impact. (15)
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4. (a) As shown in Fig. for Q. 4(a), knowing that crank AB rotates about point A with a

constant angular velocity of 900 rpm clockwise, determine the acceleration of the piston

P when e = 60°. (18)

(b) As shown in Fig. for Q. 4(b), the subway train is traveling at a speed of 48 km/h when

the brakes are fully applied on the wheels of cars B and C, causing them to slide .on the

track, but are not applied on the wheels of car A. Knowing that the coefficient of kinetic

friction is 0.35 between the wheels and the track, determine (i) the time required to bring

the train to a stop, (ii) the force in each coupling. (17)

SECTION -B

There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE.

The questions are of equal value.

5. (a) A 200 kg crate is to be supported by the rope-and-pulley arrangement (see Fig. for

Q.5(a)). For maintaining equilibrium, find magnitude and direction ofP at free end of the

rope.

(b) In Fig. for Q. 5(b), calculate moment about point A. Given: tension in cable BC is 100

N and rod AB has negligible mass.

6. (a) A light bar AB supports a 15-kg block at its midpoint C (see Fig. for Q. 6(a)). Rollers

A and B move on smooth surfaces. A horizontal cable is attached at A. Find:

(i) the tension in the cable AD.

(ii) the reactions at A and B.

(b) In Fig. for Q. 6(b), mass of collar A is 25 kg and that of block C is 30 kg. Determine:

(i) tension in cable AB.

(ii) Reactions at collar A that slides on a rough rod.

Given: vertical distance between A and B, h = 2 m.

7. (a) The cylinder shown in Fig for Q. 7(a) has a weight Wand radius r. j..ls (coefficient of

static friction) is same at A and B. Draw the free body diagram and determine the largest

couple M that can be applied to the cylinder if it is not to rotate.

(b) Determine the polar moment of inertia for the shaded area shown in Fig. for Q. 7(b).

8. (a) Find forces in members CD and DF of the truss shown in Fig. for Q. 8(a).

(b) Determine all components of forces acting on ABCD member of the frame shown in

Fig. for Q. 8(b).
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USE SEPARATE SCRIPTS FOR EACH SECTION

SECTION -A
There are FOUR questions in this Section. Answer any THREE.

(6)

(5)2. (a) What is damped vibration?

(b) Establish the differential equation of a damped harmonic oscillator and solve it for

1. (a) What are Lissajous figures? How these figures are useful in the laboratory? (3+3)

(b) Two mutually perpendicular simple harmonic vibrations of amplitudes a and bare

acting simultaneously on a particle. If the time periods are in the ratio of 1 : 2 and phase

difference is ~, find the general equation of their resultant motion. If the phase difference

between them is zero, show that the resultant motion followed a parabolic equation. (4+14+5)

(c) A particle performs simple harmonic .motion given by the equation

y = 16 sin (rot + ex). If the time period is 26 sec and the particle has a displacement of 8

cm at t = 0 sec, find (i) epoch; (ii) the phase angle at t = 4 sec, and (iii) the phase

difference between two positions of the particle 14 sec apart.

(4+13+7)

(4+14+6)under damped condition to obtain an expression for the displacement of the oscillator.

(c) An under damped harmonic oscillator has its amplitude reduced to 1/1ih of its initial

value after 120 oscillations. If the time period is 1.2 s, calculate the relaxation time.

3. (a) What is forced vibration?

(b) A particle executing damped harmonic motion is subjected to an external periodic

force. Derive the differential equation for the motion of the particle. Solve the above

equation and obtain expression for its maximum amplitude and quality factor.

(c) A harmonic oscillator consisting of a 60 gm mass attached to a massless spring has a

quality factor 220. If it oscillates with an amplitude of 3 cm in resonance with a periodic

force of frequency 25 Hz, Calculate (i) the average energy stored in it and (ii) the rate of

dissipation of energy.

4. (a) Explain the construction of platinum resistance thermometer with suitable diagram.

(b) Draw the Callendar and Griffith's bridge for platinum resistance thermometer and

show that (i) R ~ s + 2xp and (ii) e - t = o[ (1 ~or -c~o)] ,where symbols have their

(6)

(5)

(6)

(8)

usual meaning.

(c) If the temperature in the platinum scale is 60°C corresponding to 60.5°C on the gas

scale. What will be the temperature on the platinum scale corresponding to 160°C on the

gas scale?

.Contd P/2
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SECTION-B
There are FOUR questions in this Section. Answer any THREE.

5. (a) Explain graphical representation of work by P-V diagram. Show that the adiabatic

curve is steeper than isothermal curve. (10)

(b) Define Carnot cycle, efficiency of a heat engine. and coefficient of performaIlce of a

refrigerator. Derive an expression for the efficiency of a Carnot engine in terms of the

temperatures of the source and sink. (17)

(c) Assuming that a refrigerator is working between the temperature of melting ice and

the room temperature 25°C. Calculate the work done in terms of K. W. H. to freeze 1 kg

water already at O°e. Latent heat of fusion of ice is 80 cal/gm. (8)

6. (a) What is pyrometer? Classify and explain different types of pyrometer. What are

advantages and disadvantages of Fery's total radiation pyrometer?

(b) Describe the construction and working principle of a Fery's total radiation pyrometer.. ( J~Show that T2 = ~ ~ ' where the symbols have their usual meaning.

(c) Calculate the angle of a sector of a rotating circular disc. Given 1200°C and 2400°C

are the temperature measured by a pyrometer with the disc and actual temperature of the

hot body.

7. (a) What do you mean by temporal coherence and spatial cohenerenc? What are

Newton's rings?

(9)

(20)

(6)

(9)

(b) In case of Young's double slit experiment, show that Imax > (II + h) and Imin< (II + h)

where the symbols have their usual meanings. (18)

(c) The distance between the slit and biprism, and between biprism and eyepiece are

45 cm each. The obtuse angle of biprism is 178° and the refractive index of the material

of prism is 1.5. If the fringe separation is 15.6 x 10-3 cm, calculate the wavelength of

light used. (8)

8. (a) What are the two classes of diffraction of light? Discuss briefly. (10)

(b) State Brewster's law and Malus' law. When light is incident on a transparent

substance at the polarizing angle, show that the reflected and refracted rays will be at

right angles to each other. (17)

(c) A diffraction grating which has 3000 lines/cm is used at norn1al incidence. Calculate

the dispersive power of the grating in the second order spectrum for the wavelength

region 5000 A. (08)
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USE SEPARATE SCRIPTS FOR EACH SECTION

SECTION-A
There are FOUR questions in this Section. Answer any THREE.

1. (a) A functionj{x) is defined as follows:

{

4+X2

j(x)= 4

l+x

when 0<x~4
when -1 ~x~O
when - 4 ~ x < -1

(15)

Discuss the continuity of j{x) at x = - 1 and the differentiability of j{x) at x = O. Also

sketch the graph ofj{x).

(b) Evaluate: lim (cot 2 xtnx

. x~o

(c) Find ~hen-th derivative of the function y = 2 1 .
x +16

the value of Yn when x = O.

(b) Define homogeneous function. If u = x /,3 and.,.2 = x2 + y2 + z2 ,. then. find the

. a2u a2u a2u
valueof-2 +-2 +-2'

Ox By az

3. (a) State Lagrange's and Cauchy's Mean value theorem. In the Mean value theorem

(10)

(10)

(18).

(17)

f(a+ h)- f(a) = hf'(a +Bh),O< B < 1,

show that e has two values and find them.

if

(18)

(b) Find the radius and height of the right circular cylinder of largest volume that can be

inscribed in a sphere with radius 6 inches.

4. (a) If the straight line xcosa+ysina=p touchesthecurvexmyn =am+n

(b) Expand y = eX loge (1+ x) in a series of ascending powers ofx.

2 2 2- - -
(c) Find the pedal equation of the astroid x 3 + y 3 = a 3 .

. Contd P/2
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SECTION-B
There are FOUR questions in this Section. Answer any THREE.

5. (a) Transform the equation 9x2+24xy+2y2-6x+20y+41=O In rectangular

coordinates using suitable translation and rotation of axes so as to remove the terms in x,

y and xy. Then identify the conic.

(b) Show that the equation ax2 + 2hxy + by2 + 2gx + 2.fY + c = 0 represents a pair of

parallel straight lines if a =!: = JI and also that the distance between the parallel lines is
h b f

2g -ac
2

a(a+b) .

6. (a) Prove that the straight lines joining the origin to the points of intersections of the

straight line lex + hy = 2hk with the curve (x - h)2 + (y - k)2 = c2 are at right angles if

h2 +k2 = c2•

(b) Prove that if polar of a point P with respect to the circle x2 + y2 = 37 touches the

circle (x - 3Y + (y + 2)2 = 25, the locus of P must be a conic. Find the equation of that

come.

7. (a) Find the equation of the circle whose diameter is the common chord of the circles

x2 + y2 +6x+2y+6=Oand x2 + y2 +8x+ y+l0=O.

(b) Prove that the limiting points of the system

x2 + y2 + 2gx + c + A..(x2+ y2 + 2.fY + k) = 0

subtend a right angle at the origin if -;- + \ = 2 .
g f

8. (a) Show that the locus of the middle points of the chords of the parabola y2 = 4ax which

subtends a right angle at the vertex is y2 - 2ax + 8a2 = O.

x2 y2
(b) Show that the locus of the pole with respect to the hyperbola - - - = 1of any

a2 b2

tangent to the circle whose diameter is the line joining the foci, is the

. x2 y2 1
elhpse-4 +-4 = 2 2

a b a +b

(17)

(18)

(18)

(17)

(17)

(18)

(17)

(18)
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SECTION-A
There are FOUR questions in this Section. Answer any THREE. B-H curve attached.

1. (a) For a series RLC circuit,

(i) Derive the expression for impedance

(ii) Derive the expression for instantaneous power and draw the waveshpes

(iii) Draw the i(t) and vet) wave shapes and phasor diagram for XL > Xc and XL <Xc

(b) Find the value of (J) of the following circuit shown in Fig. 1(b) .

(20)

(15)

_ '..._~Jtt"".
~t\.t..

_______ t_i_'A_,'__ '1\.~...:~)~.---~------------'--

2. (a) Find the rms value of the signal i(t) shown in Fig. 2(a). If the current is passed through'

a resistor of 12 n, find the average power absorbed by the resistor. (18)

"" ..L. I.

'--P' yy{~~'"
-'s\~~'$o;"d;:L"-

1
--...-..-.-----:1,- ...-..-.",,,".-.-.....,,,,....-- ....-..-.....
It- -.---..--.._.._...__.c, ••• - .. -,- •..••.•... --.------.- •......•.. __w •••. -- , •••••••• ,, .w --" •• " •• ----" •.••• -,,-" ••• -.-." •.• -.-- ••• --." ••• -- •.••• -:

'f \<ij. _2,(Q)
(b) Draw phasor diagram of all the voltages and currents indicated in the circuit as shown

--HiY ..E~-~- .-..------.--------------"
'-':"--"-"-1:" .., .._-..,. .,.- -.- ----,-.--.-.,.-..-- _ - - _--.-._._ -.. -- - -"..--- ,

.......-...----::\.;;;

in Fig. 2(b) and also find I, II, h and total power consumed. (17)

r

Gontd P/2
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--.-.- -- ., .T(JCT~.f1\-t"5":ft'"ty ----.;,.., ----..--..- ----..--:- --.-~-.JL --..
"-"'--".-'C-'- .-- •.•- ..-.:.- ••...-..-- ••...-.-.""- •.•. - .•----.- -'t-"'" -.,-..- --.-',.---.'" ,,,.. "",,,,,_,,,,,,,-,,,,',,"',."
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3. (a) Calculate ZT, h, II and power factor at the source for the circuit shown in Fig. 3(a).
"'~---"-""-""---'-"--"-ri--""='-~-2"-":rr:"-'-'---'

.--.----- ------ - -..---..--- ---~I.T.---... .._~
(17)

-,

~ ,. __ .~"""M •••.•.•• _ ••~ ••_ ~ •__ ._., • __ ~~.~ __ .••..•_.'~ "_,_~ ", .,, •••• _._.~_. ,._,._~ ••~_._.~._~ __ ~,,_,,~._ ••• ~~ .._.~,~~._. __ ,__ #. , •• ~ ••••• _'" ••• __ on • ••• __ ._, •• '.".~ ••• _,_~ ".~_.~ •• ~ ""~_. __ ,,I
I

_._VQJJ- .__ __ __ __ _ _ _ ..__ .._ _ . .

~T _J..---.-.--.-..-..---:~~.__.._.-..-.-.~,F.'\-~~..-_.~(<iy-- -- - ==== ~-;;.~.~::- - .
(b) Using nodal analysis find the phasor voltage Vo in the circuit shown in Fig. 3(b). (18)

------ .~==~~----~?j:rr------=r~A--=~~:=~:~
._ :- ..:..-_ '''''--'''''''---''---'''-'''''-'-'- ..- -- ..+-Va..- -- --.- ..--.- -.-.---- -- _ .

-----_.-s LOo.... 1'.---.~:--~---.._..-.-.-.-.::.."J-~.:rr - -..--_ '!. iOL9-(3)'--V;Trf
< •••••••• ~ •• -....,-._, __ •• ,~ ,~. __ :_ •• _. ,.~~" •••• _,~_~ •••• _.~ ~~ ••• ~"_.~ __ '~4~," •.__ .""- _~_ _.,_ .•.•.•.•" ,~ ,__,._ ..'"",_,"_ ••.•.•...•_ ••..•~. __r_~"'" _.,,_

Arrv'f'
~_~. " .,-.:...~~.,,..__ '". __ ,.__.__ .._ ..__ ~"_ .... ~._._ ._~._:..._......_r_.~_.".•_....__'"_ ....<~_".," __ • ••__ ~•. "'_.'_~""'''''''''"_U __.w."~_~..",._,-'-:::.,,t':'~,~..-.-<'<.

-..- --.---.-.---..--..- --r---..--..-.~--.-_- ____----_.-_ _ _--_ ~
.'._ ..ri~. C~) . ._----.

4. (a) Determine the load impedance ZL that maximizes the average power drawn from the

circuit shown in Fig. 4(a). What is the maximum average power? (18)

----....:...
, .
,~. .," ._.~ ,~_,, • _~r __ .~ •••_ ••~.

SJl

"2.0 LO

~
-----=- -.---.=-= -..--= F-:l:~.---~ (a:..!-.=== _..__.._._..__===.=~"~
(b) Find the value of! required to establish magnetic flux ~ = 0.75 x 10-4Wb in the series

magnetic circuit shown in Fig. 4(b). B-H curve for Q. No. 4(b) is provided. (17)
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Contd ... Q. NO.4
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All cast steel

I

J

<J> = 0.75 X 10-" Wb

'et/crab = 100 X IO-J m
',,,,'= 2 x 10-3 In

Fig.4(b)
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0.2 ~~

"

0.4

B-H curve for Q. no 4(b)
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SECTION -B
There are FOUR questions in this Section. Answer any THREE questions.

5. (a) Determine the equivalent resistance Rab at terminals a-b for the circuit shown in

.! ....w ••••••••••••••••••• ===--FIg. for Q. No. S(a) ,... . ---.- ---- - .
i

(15)

(20)

. ..~ _ ~w. _" ~ _H~'

\
.......... _ _._ .. _._ •.... " ."............ ....•.... ................•.. 1,

6. (a) Find II, hand 13 for the circuit shown in figure for Q. No. 6(a).

..----r~ -.:r:JL
..,.....,_,_,...:..~.,.~._w._.,_.~.....,....__ .•:.._._ ...._~--,~-~_."H","~ __ ' ""' '~_'_'''_'''_'~ __ '''~' __ '_.'

-_.---£:i~.._:.._£'.h: ...__.~:.~-_t~tQ_.:,,".~..Ce-2,._.----c ..~.
(b) Find Iby using mesh analysis for the circuit shown in Fig. for Q. No 6(b).

..• 'i.: . . I _
___-- lA '1...........,-.-- _ _-_ _ -_ -.- --------.- _-i"'o-V-._ --........ --_._ __.

2..JL .

(20)

(15)
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7. (a) Find V and I for the circuit shown in Fig. for Q. 7(a) by using source transfom1ation. (20)

(b) Find io in the circuit of Fig. for Q. No. 7(b) by using superposition theorem._.~2.~ .---- _
(15)

-------- ----.-- ------------fJ----.-- ----...---.-
3~ () 5 \.,.1> .... . 1-_-.Jb:. --- ,--_ ..--.- .

'1h t ' ;+---- --- ..------- +-io - -._-_.' -, ,.----.
t:: +bO, 4 JL__ . oL./J-;. . ._ ..__.._.__ ,-..,----.-- ...

----- ..- ..-.-.~- - ..----.,-- -=f- ------------ .--.-_._--'--....

------- ..----.--.----.-,---2.0-'0---.------_.- ...-.-----.
'_ =__..t=:(~_:_~..~ _~:._.~~--LC!V.-.

8. (a) For the circuit shown in Fig. for Q. No. 8(a), find the Thevenin equivalent between

-------_.- ..._~-_.__ .-

(18)

~--_.---_._--._-_._---- ~---_ ...__ ._-~.-----

IDJ2-

':------....--- TD~------ -_._--.--.-----
_' _0-<

_._~JL'-
.---=c:::: __ . _-----~-----

terminals a and b.

..:' .

(b) Find the value ofR that results in maximum power transfer to the 10 Q resistor in Fig.

for Q. No. 8(b). Find the maximum power absorbed by 10 Q resistor. (17)

~.;..--- ._-~...._ .••..•...-._-_._ ...
$.. No. ~(b)

•••••~-_.-: .. _._--'..~--===:.:=::::..-:.._--::::.:.: ..

/~_.---0
/ ~~. _._._._--_ ..... -_.... -'- --"-_.

"'------ ..'_. -.-- ..-_..------.-.----. -to712=. "'-,--:--.----.- .._-....--",.-.-- .--.~ '2 V . . ,'.'::2.0JL :'~-'--_._--_ ..._--_ .._----- .._-._--_. ~._._--~.~--~.._. -;-~..__ ._.-- .•...•~~..._----- ...".-

..__ . '___ .__ :!:__8_~_._ _:.~--.,.,---.--.-'.----"----.
"
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